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INTRODUCTION

- Four-day forum where each day builds on each other
- Roughly 70 students from all over the world
  - Only a tenth of a percent of BGS members will ever get to attend a SLF
DAY 1

- Arrived in San Antonio around 3pm
- Welcome, Introductions, Overview of Forum Program & Get Acquainted Icebreaker
  - Myer’s Briggs Test
- Creativity, Chaos, & Communication: An Interactive Leadership Experience
  - “Reading, Righting, & Reflecting”
“If you can’t be a great follower, you will never be a great leader.”
DAY 2

- Morning
  - Graduated, But Not Gone: Top 10 Ways to Find Business School in Your Future
  - Teambuilding in Leadership
  - Who Wants to be an Ethical Leader?

- Afternoon
  - The Power of Your Influence: Leadership Skills that Make a Powerful Difference
    - Safari Game & Toothpaste Activity
  - Understanding the Full Value of your Beta Gamma Sigma Membership
  - Personality, Leadership and YOU!
    - Myer’s Briggs Results: Extrovert, Sensing, Feeling, Judging (ESFJ)

- Dinner and Entertainment at Enchanted Springs Ranch
“Cooperation is more effective and efficient than competition; when confused with a situation, look outside the situation to uninvolved parties for advice; when stuck, back up and try another path to help make progress.”
DAY 3

- Morning
  - Welcome and Announcements
  - Mentor Activity (Teambuilding)
- Afternoon
  - “Learning to Read the Signs: What Kind of Leader Can I Be?”
    1) Your Core purpose/vision
    2) Your Values & Beliefs
    3) Your Mission
  - “Success is relative”
DAY 4

- Closing Session
- Back to NY
TAKEAWAYS

- Met like-minded peers who shared the same uncertainties, dreams, core values and goals
- Gained insight from varying perspectives from expert presenters
- Provided a sense of direction in my personal and professional plans
- Improved upon my leadership skills through sessions and activities
- Overall an eye-opening, challenging, and self-discovering experience
QUESTIONS?